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I. Introducing the Key Issues 
A. The root question for all the clinical psychologies—

“What is the nature______ of human nature?” 

1. To what degree is a person a product of various influences—
nurture?   

2. To what degree is a person a product of his genes/biology—
nature?  

3. Is there an essential “person” embedded somewhere in the 
nurture and nature?  

 

 

 

 

 

4. A theorist’s answers to these questions shapes all aspects of the 
particular psychology including the causes of man’s problems 
and the cures.  

5. Each theorist’s view of human nature reflects a specific 
epistemology—“theory of knowledge” 

a. Experience 

b. Intuition 

c. Reason 

d. Science 

e. Revelation 
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B. A theorist, then wrestles with the question—“What is a 
normal/abnormal human?”   

Criteria for Psychological Disorders 

 

 

 

 

 

 
But yet there are questions…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
The terms “abnormal,” “maladaptive,”and “personal distress,”come from a typical psychology textbook [Lester M. 
Sdorow, Psychology 4th edition  (Boston: McGraw Hill), 489-479 1998].  Also, Wierzbicki states, “Clinical psychology is that 
branch of psychology that studies abnormal behavior and mental processes.  It addresses the cause, assessment, and 
treatment of abnormality.  Like other areas of psychology, it adopts a scientific approach.”  Michael Wierzbicki, 
Introduction to Clinical Psychology:  Scientific Foundations to Clinical Practice, 12, 1999.  The DSM IV TM states, “In DSM-IV, 
each of the mental disorders is conceptualized as a clinically significant behavioral or psychological syndrome or pattern 
that occurs in an individual and that is associated with present distress (e.g., painful symptom) or disability (i.e., 
impairment in one or more important areas of functioning) or with significantly increased risk of suffering death, pain, 
disability, or an important loss of freedom.  In addition, this syndrome or pattern must not be merely an expectable and 
culturally sanctioned response to a particular event…Whatever its original cuase, it must currently be considered a 
manifestation of a behavioral, psychological, or biological dysfunction of the individual.  Neither deviant behavior (e.g. 
political, religious, or sexual) nor conflicts that are primarily between the individual and society are mental disorders 
unless the deviance or conflict is a symptom of a dysfunction in the individual as described above. pp xxi, xxii. 
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Note the article “Inside the Battle to Define Mental Illness” by Gary 
Greenberg, PhD, practicing psychotherapist in Wired, January 2011.  Dr. 
Gary Greenberg interviews:  

•  Allen Frances, Lead editor of the DSM IV 

•  Darrel Regier, Vice-Chair of the Task force for the DSM V 

• James Scully, Medical Director of the APA 

“…there is no definition of a mental disorder…I mean, you just can’t 
define it….these concepts are virtually impossible to define precisely 
with bright lines at the boundaries.” – Allen Frances, MD  

“What the battle over DSM-5 should make clear to all of us—
professional and layman alike—is that psychiatric diagnosis will 
probably always be laden with uncertainty, that the labels doctors give 
us for our suffering will forever be at least as much the product of 
negotiations around a conference table as investigations at a lab bench. 
Regier and Scully are more than willing to acknowledge this. As Scully 
puts it, “The DSM will always be provisional; that’s the best we can 
do.”  Regier, for his part, says, “The DSM is not biblical. It’s not on 
stone tablets.”  The real problem is that insurers, juries, and (yes) 
patients aren’t ready to accept this fact. Nor are psychiatrists ready to 
lose the authority they derive from seeming to possess scientific 
certainty about the diseases they treat. After all, the DSM didn’t save 
the profession, and become a best seller in the bargain, by claiming to 
be only provisional.” 
C. A theorist then develops theories about the causes of 

humanity’s disorders and the cures for whatever is 
defined as “abnormal_______l” (deviant behavior), 
“maladaptive” (dysfunctional relationships), and 
“personal distress” (troubled emotions). 

D. All theorists seem to recognize two universal 
phenomena_________ 
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E. Which worldview has foundations to account for these 
phenomena and provide answers for the causes and 
cures? Naturalistic Worldview?  Christian Theistic 
Worldview?  

Question: What place does the God of the Bible have in answering 
this question? 

Question: Should counseling theory begin with Theology Proper or 
Anthropology?  

F. The p u r p o s e  of this lecture is two-fold 

1. Redemptively engage with struggling people living within their 
faulty worldviews   (2 Cor 6:6-7; 2 Cor 10:4-5) 

a. Without becoming isolationists  

b. Without becoming  hostile 

c. Without compromising truth 

2. Critically think through the following questions which reveal 
significant theological issues. 

a. What does my practice in helping people reveal about my view 
of humanity, the causes of their problems and the cures? 

b. What does my counseling practice reveal about my functional 
source of truth? 

c. Why are the causes never considered to be a fallen humanity 
living in a fallen creation? 

d. Why are the cures for humanity’s problems never considered to 
be Christ?   

e. What are the issues in referring individuals to other 
counselors?  

f. How should I think about new “psychologies” that inevitably 
arise? 

II. The Issues Illustrated 
A. Depth_____ Psychology – Sigmund Freud 
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Concepts to 
understand: 

Behavioral Determinism 
Three part model of man 
The unconscious 

  

View of 
Man: 

Nurture—The environment over socializes man and 
suppresses instincts of mankind. 

Nature—Man is an instinctual animal driven in his 
unconscious by the interplay of the id, ego, and 
superego. 

  
Cause: Man’s psychological problems today stem from a 

battle raging in his unconscious between his 
instinctive desires (id) and their suppression by 
society’s imposed standards (superego) with a 
biased mediator (ego). 

  

Cures: Psychotherapy—Tendency to side with the id.  

Psychoanalysis—Explore the past programming of 
the superego in the unconscious and past trauma. 

 
 
B.B e h a v i o r i s m —B.F. Skinner 
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Concepts to 
understand: 

Observational “Science” 
Rejection of Freudianism 
Desired Behavior can be achieved through 
positive/negative consequences 

  

View of 
Man: 

Nurture—Man is conditioned by the environment. 

Nature--Man is a conditioned animal; born with a 
neutral disposition, but trained by the environment. 

  
Cause: Man’s psychological problems today stem from faulty 

conditioning by the environment.  
  
Cure: Restructure the environment with positive rewards 

and negative consequences to change behavior. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
C. Human Potential_________ Movement—Carl Rogers, 

Abraham Maslow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Concepts to 
understand: 

Man is inherently good 
Self-Actualization 
Pre-cursor of the self-esteem movement 
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View of 
Man: 

Nurture—Societal oppression has squelched the 
inherent potential of man. 

Nature—Man is inherently good waiting to become 
actualized. 

  
Cause: Man’s psychological problems today stem from 

societal oppression of his inherent goodness within 
himself. 

  
Cure: Direct man to become self-actualized by helping him 

feel good in an environment of unconditional 
positive regard as he marshals his adequate internal 
resources. 
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D. Cognitive_________ Behavior Therapy—David Burns 

Author of best seller Feeling Good:  The New Mood Therapy:  The 
Clinically Proven Drug-Free Treatment for Depression New York:  
2009. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  
Concepts to 
understand: 

Thinking leads to feeling 
“Behaviorism” at the thinking level 
Goal is to feel good   

  

View of Man: Nurture—Largely irrelevant (unless thinking is 
understood as a product of nurture). 

Nature—Cognitive being who attaches meaning to 
his circumstances before he can experience 
emotional responses. 

  
Cause: Man engages in distorted thinking about reality. 

These distortions rob man of self-esteem/worth and 
produce mood disorders  

  
Cure: Restructure man’s thoughts with “accurate” 

thinking about reality so that man will feel better. 
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E. M e d i c a l  Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Concepts to 
understand: 

Man is primarily a biological machine 
Medical “Behaviorism” 

  

View of Man: Nurture—Largely irrelevant, outside of their 
responsibility. 

Nature—Man is a biological/chemical machine . 
  

Cause: Man’s psychological problems stem from 
biological/chemical malfunctions in his physiology. 

  
Cure: Apply the right combination of drugs as the 

primary way to affect man’s chemistry and help 
him to feel better. 
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F. Biblical________ Model—God  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concepts to 
understand 

The image of God in man 
Centrality of the heart of man  
The Fall of man and curse on creation 
Redemption of mankind and creation  

  
View of Man: Nurture—Sin cursed environment that influences 

mankind.   

Nature—A material and immaterial being 
animated by the breath of God and made in the 
image of God, but corrupted by sin. 

  
Causes: Alienation from God caused by sin.  Man’s heart 

is the source of his problems which are 
compounded by suffering in “the body of death” 
in which he resides and the fallen creation in 
which he lives. 

  

Cures: Repentance, confession of sin and reception of a 
regenerated heart by the Spirit 

Reconciliation to God through Jesus Christ 

Enabling the heart to be responsive to the Word of 
God 

Instructing the individual for growth in 
righteousness in the midst of suffering, sinning, 
and living in community 

While awaiting the renewal of all creation 
including a heart confirmed in righteousness 
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placed in a glorified body 
 
III. I m p l i c a t i o n s  of Biblical Counseling 

1. Only the Christian theistic worldview derived from the Scriptures 
can accurately account for the existence of man, his nature, his 
purpose, and his problems.   

2. All attempts to suggest what man should do, value, change, and/or 
be must come from the Creator of man, God.  (Exodus 20; Matthew 
5-7; Eph 4:22-24) 

3. Authentic suffering exists in a sin-cursed world and should drive 
humanity to the God of real hope and true justice. (Rom. 8:18-25) 

4. Biological corruption exists in individual’s body of death and 
should point to the God who imposed death as a consequence of 
sin and is also able to give renewed life. (Rom. 7:24) 

5. Heart corruption exists and mankind is treated as responsible for 
his condition. (Jer 17:9; Matt 15:15-20) 

6. Man can only have a changed and changing heart through the 
application of the gospel of Jesus Christ applied through the Spirit 
as man responds in faith and repentance. (John 3) 

7. The Spirit regenerated heart is capable of beginning to respond to 
God’s word in repentance and change (Eph. 4:22-24; II Cor. 5:17). 


